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**Abstract**—IP multicast (IPMC) delivers one-to-many traffic along distribution trees. To that end, conventional IPMC requires state in forwarding devices for each IPMC group. This limits scalability of IPMC because forwarding state in core devices may be extensive and updates are necessary when IPMC groups or the topology change. The IETF introduced Bit Index Explicit Replication (BIER) for efficient transport of IPMC traffic. BIER leverages a BIER header and IPMC-group-independent forwarding tables for forwarding of IPMC packets in a BIER domain. However, legacy devices do not support BIER. In contrary, two SDN-based implementations for OpenFlow an P4 have been published recently. In this paper, we assess BIER forwarding which may be affected by network failures. So far there is no standardized procedure to handle such situations. Two concepts have been proposed. The first approach is based on Loop-Free Alternates. It reroutes traffic to suitable neighbors in the BIER domain to steer traffic around the failure. The second approach is a tunnel-based mechanism that tunnels BIER packets to appropriate downstream nodes within the BIER distribution tree. We explain and compare both approaches, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

**Index Terms**—Software-Defined Networking, Bit Index Explicit Replication, Multicast, Resilience, Scalability

I. INTRODUCTION

IP multicast (IPMC) is used for services like IPTV, commercial stock exchange, multicast VPN, content-delivery networks, or distribution of broadcast data. Figure 1 shows the concept of IPMC.
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Figure 1: Two multicast distribution trees.

IPMC efficiently distributes one-to-many traffic by replicating packets and forwarding only one packet per link. Hosts join an IPMC group to receive the traffic addressed to that group. Forwarding devices maintain IPMC-group-dependent state to forward packets to the right neighbors. This decreases the scalability of IPMC for the following reasons. First, a large number of IMPC groups require a significant amount of forwarding state in core devices. Second, when subscribers of an IPMC group change, i.e., devices join or leave the group, the forwarding state needs to be updated. Third, when the topology changes or in case of a failure, the forwarding information base of possibly many devices has to be adapted.

The IETF presented BIER [1] as an efficient transport mechanism for IPMC traffic. BIER introduces a BIER domain, where only ingress routers maintain IPMC-group-dependent state. Ingress routers of the BIER domain encapsulate IPMC packets with a so-called BIER header which contains the destinations of the packet. Within the BIER domain, BIER packets are forwarded along distribution trees from the source to the destinations. Thereby only a single packet is transmitted per link. Finally, egress nodes remove the BIER header. Forwarding in the BIER domain is based on two components. First, the BIER header which contains a bit string that identifies receivers of a packet within the BIER domain. Second, the so-called Bit Index Forwarding Table (BIFT) which is the routing table of BIER devices. The entries of the BIFT are derived from information from the routing underlay, e.g., the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).

When a primary next-hop (NH) is unreachable due to a failure, an entire set of downstream destination nodes does not receive the traffic. When a failure is detected, IGP converges, new distribution trees are calculated, and the BIFTs are updated. This process requires a significant amount time. Therefore, BIER would benefit greatly from a fast protection mechanism that delivers traffic in the meantime. For unicast, several fast reroute (FRR) mechanisms [2] have been proposed which protect against the failure of single links or nodes until the forwarding information base is updated. FRR mechanisms use pre-computed backup entries to quickly reroute traffic when the primary NH is unreachable. No signaling between devices is necessary. Two FRR concepts for BIER have been proposed. First, LFA-based BIER-FRR [3] leverages a FRR mechanism called Loop-Free Alternates (LFAs) [4] that has been initially proposed for IP unicast. Failures are bypassed by forwarding traffic to alternative BIER NHs. Second, tunnel-based BIER-FRR tunnels traffic through the routing underlay, leveraging its FRR capabilities to steer traffic around the failure. We proposed this mechanism at the IETF [5].

However, legacy devices do not support BIER. On the contrary, the flexibility of SDN-based technologies have been leveraged recently to successfully implement BIER with OpenFlow [6] and in P4³. This allows the deployment of BIER
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and facilitates the implementation of additional BIER-related features, e.g. BIER-FRR.

In this paper we review LFA-based and tunnel-based BIER-FRR. First, we propose changes to tunnel-based BIER-FRR to reduce the number of forwarding entries. Then, we point out major shortcomings of the LFA-based approach and present extensions to resolve the issues. Further, we compare both mechanisms by discussing their protection capabilities, and overhead in terms of header size and forwarding state.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes related work for conventional and SDN-based multicast, and BIER. We review BIER in Section III. Section IV gives a primer on LFAs. Then, in Section V we explain tunnel-based BIER-FRR. Afterwards, we describe LFA-based BIER-FRR in Section VI, and point out its shortcomings and propose extensions in Section VII. Finally, we compare and discuss both approaches in Section VIII. We conclude the paper in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we first discuss related work for conventional and SDN-based multicast. Afterwards, we review related work for BIER.

A. Multicast

In [7] the authors provide an overview of the early development of multicast. The authors of [8] discuss the limited scalability of conventional IP multicast in terms of the number of forwarding entries. They propose an extension to the multicast routing protocol MOSPF to reduce the number of required forwarding entries. Li et al. [9] propose an architecture to partition the multicast address space to increase scalability of IP multicast in data center topologies.

B. SDN-Based Multicast

The surveys [10], [11] provide a detailed overview of SDN-based multicast. We discuss only some of the mentioned papers. The authors of [12] introduce software-defined multicast (SDM), an OpenFlow-based approach that aims at providing a well-managed multicast platform for over-the-top and overlay-based live streaming services. SDM is specifically engineered for the needs of P2P-based video stream delivery. They further develop their idea of SDM in [13] by adding support for fine-granular traffic engineering capabilities. Lin et al. [14] present a multicast model to construct so-called multi-group shared trees. By deploying distribution trees that cover multiple multicast groups simultaneously, the entire network is covered with a small number of trees.

C. Protection of SDN-Based Multicast

Kotani et al. [15] propose to leverage multiple simultaneously deployed multicast trees for protection. An ID in the packet header determines along which distribution tree a packet is forwarded. When a tree is affected by a failure, the controller reconfigures the senders to forward traffic on a backup tree. The authors of [16] follow a similar approach where they leverage primary and backup trees identified by a VLAN tag. When a switch detects a failure, it reroutes the packets on a working backup tree that contains all downstream nodes. This is accomplished by switching the VLAN tag in the packet header.

D. BIER Related Work

Giorgetti et al. [6], [17] provide an implementation for both, conventional IPMC and BIER forwarding in OpenFlow. They leverage MPLS headers to encode the BIER bit string, which limits the bit string length, and thereby the number of destinations, to a maximum of 20. However, a local BIER agent is required to run on the switches to support arbitrary destinations. BIER-TE [18] extends BIER with traffic engineering capabilities. BIER-TE leverages the same header format as BIER and supports explicit coding of a distribution tree in the BIER header. However, BIER and BIER-TE are not compatible. The authors of [19] present a P4-based implementation of BIER and BIER-TE and present different demo scenarios to show the feasibility and the advantages of BIER(-TE). The authors of [20] propose 1+1 protection for BIER-TE. Traffic for each IPMC group is forwarded on two disjoint distribution trees simultaneously. The trees share as few network components as possible to still deliver traffic when one tree is interrupted by a failure. However, the approach requires two forwarding planes, and in the failure free case twice the amount of network resources are occupied.

III. BIT INDEX EXPLICIT REPLICATION (BIER)

The following section reviews BIER [1]. First, we describe its concept, the structure of the Bit Index Forwarding Table (BIFT), the BIER forwarding procedure, and a forwarding example. Afterwards we explain a compact representation of the BIFT, and characteristics of the BIER topology.

A. BIER Concept

BIER is based on a layered architecture, consisting of routing underlay, BIER layer, and IPMC layer. Figure 2 illustrates the relation between these components.
routers (BFRs), and bit forwarding egress routers (BFERs). A BIER-capable device can be BFIR, BFR and BFER at the same time. When an IPMC packet enters the domain, the BFIR pushes a BIER header onto the IPMC packet. The BIER header identifies all receivers (BFERs) of the packet within the BIER domain. To that end, it contains a bit string which has to be at least as long as the number of BFERs in the BIER domain. In the following, ‘BitString’ refers to the bit string in the BIER header of the packet. Each BFER is assigned to a bit position in the BitString, starting with the least-significant bit. An activated bit means that the corresponding BFER must receive a copy of the BIER packet. BFRs forward BIER packets according to their BitString along distribution trees to multiple BFERs.

Paths in the BIER domain are derived from the routing underlay, e.g., the IGP. As a consequence, BIER traffic follows the same paths as the corresponding unicast traffic from source to destination. At the domain boundary, BFERs remove the BIER header and pass the IPMC packet to the IPMC layer.

B. BIFT Structure

Table 1 shows the BIFT of BFR 1 from Figure 3. For each BFER, the BIFT contains one forwarding entry that consists of the primary NH and the so-called Forwarding Bit Mask (F-BM). The F-BM is a NH-specific bit string similar to the bit string in the BIER header. It indicates the BFERs with the same NH. In one particular F-BM, only bits of BFERs that are reached over the same NH are activated. During forwarding, BFRs use the F-BM to clear bits from the BitString.

C. BIER Forwarding

When a BFR receives a BIER packet, it stores its BitString to account to which BFERs the packet needs to be sent. We refer to that stored bit string by the term ‘remaining bits’. The following procedure is repeated until the remaining bits do not contain any activated bits anymore.

The BFR determines the least-significant activated bit in the remaining bits. This bit indicates the BFER to be processed. Then, the BFR performs a looks up in the BIFT to get the NH and F-BM for that BFER. After a successful match, the BFR creates a copy of the received BIER packet. The BFR clears the BFERs from the BitString of the packet copy that have a different NH. To that end, the BFR performs a bitwise AND operation of the F-BM and the BitString of the packet copy. Then the BFR writes the result into the BitString of the packet copy. This procedure is called applying the F-BM. Thus, only bits that correspond to BFERs which share the same primary NH remain active in the BitString of the packet copy. Clearing other bits avoids duplicates at the receivers. Afterwards, the packet copy is forwarded to the NH. Finally, the BFERs, to which a packet has just been sent, are removed from the remaining bits. To that end, a bitwise AND operation of the bitwise complement of the F-BM and the remaining bits is performed.

D. BIER Forwarding Example

Figure 3 shows an example topology with four BFRs. Each BFR is in addition a BFIR and a BFER. Table 1 shows the BIFT of BFR 1.
leverage a Layer 3 tunnel to exchange packets. In both cases forwarding still follows the paths from the routing underlay.

2) Detection of Unreachable NHs: To quickly detect unreachable BIER neighbors, the authors of [22] propose bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) [23] for BIER. When a BFD is established between two BIER nodes, they periodically exchange notifications to observe the reachability.

IV. LOOP-FREE ALTERNATES

In this section we explain the concept of Loop-Free Alternates (LFAs) [4]. Afterwards, we review extensions for improved protection capabilities and loop detection.

A. Foundations of LFAs

LFAs implement a FRR mechanism for IP unicast traffic that prevents rerouting loops. Figure 4 shows the concept of LFAs.

When a node cannot reach a primary NH, it acts as point of local repair (PLR), i.e., it leverages a pre-computed backup entry to reroute the packet via an alternative NH on a backup path towards the destination. Such neighbors are called LFAs and they have to be chosen in a way that rerouting loops are avoided. Some neighbors must not be chosen as LFAs because rerouting the packet would result in a forwarding loop.

LFAs have different properties for protection and loop avoidance. Some protect against link failures, others against node failures. Link-protecting LFAs (LP-LFAs) have a shortest path towards the destination that does not include the link between PLR and primary NH. Thus, LP-LFAs protect against the failure of the link between PLR and primary NH. The authors of [24] and [25] analyze the protection capabilities of LP-LFAs with a comprehensive set of topologies. They find that LP-LFAs protect only 70% of destinations against single link failures. Furthermore, LP-LFAs may cause loops when at least one node or multiple links fail instead of a single link only. To protect against the failure of the primary NH, node-protecting LFAs (NP-LFAs) have a shortest path to the destination that does not include the primary NH. In [24] the authors evaluate NP-LFAs in different scenarios on a large set of topologies. They show that NP-LFAs prevent loops for single link and single node failures, but they protect only 40% of destinations against single link failures.

B. Extensions for LFAs

In this paragraph we explain remote LFAs (rLFAs), topology independent LFAs (TI-LFAs), and explicit LFAs (eLFAs) to complement LFAs for increased protection capabilities. All three LFA variants support link and node protection. We indicate the protection mode with the prefix 'LP-' for link protection, and 'NP-' for node protection. Furthermore, we review a loop detection mechanism for LFAs. Figure 5 shows the concept of rLFAs, TI-LFAs, and eLFAs, which we explain in detail in the following.

![Figure 4: Concept of LFAs.](image)

![Figure 5: Concept of rLFAs, TI-LFAs, and eLFAs.](image)
has been rerouted by the node before, and thus, the packet is dropped to prevent a loop. In [25] the authors describe loop detection for all LFA variants.

V. TUNNEL-BASED BIER-FRR

In this section we review tunnel-based BIER-FRR. We introduced this mechanism at the IETF [5]. First, we describe the concept, explain two modes of operation and an example. Then, we present changes to tunnel-based BIER-FRR for deployment with the compact BIFT. Finally, we discuss forwarding state.

A. Concept

When a BFR cannot forward a packet to a NH, the neighbor may still be reachable on a backup path. Tunnel-based BIER-FRR tunnels traffic through the routing underlay around the failure to BIER nodes downstream in the BIER distribution tree. A tunnel may be affected by the same failure but the routing underlay quickly restores connectivity with FRR mechanisms. With link protection, tunnel-based BIER-FRR tunnels the BIER packet to the NH. With node protection, BIER packets with adjusted BitStrings are tunneled to the next-next-hops (NNHs). Additionally, one BIER packet is tunneled to the NH to deliver a packet if only the link between PLR and NH failed.

Protection capabilities of tunnel-based BIER-FRR depend on the properties of the routing underlay. Tunnel-based BIER-FRR protects against any single component failure which can be handled by FRR mechanisms in the routing underlay. We describe the operation of tunnel-based BIER-FRR for link and node protection based on the normal BIFT.

1) Link Protection: Tunnel-based BIER-FRR with link protection does not require changes to the BIFT. When a primary NH is unreachable, the packet copy is tunneled to the NH instead of being forwarded on Layer 2. The routing underlay leverages IP-FRR to deliver the packet to the NH.

2) Node Protection: Tunnel-based BIER-FRR with node protection tunnels BIER packets to the NNHs. However, usually the NH adapts the BitString before the packet is forwarded to the NNH. Thus, before the packet is tunneled, the PLR performs modifications on the BitString that are usually done by the NH, i.e., applying the F-BM. To that end, backup entries in the BIFT are required which consist of a backup NH, and a backup F-BM. There are two categories of backup entries. First, for BFERs that are also NHs. In such backup entries, the NH is the backup NH and in the backup F-BM only the bit of the BFER is activated. This tunnels a packet to the NH in case only the link between PLR and NH failed. The second category of backup entries is for BFERs that are not NHs. For their entries, the backup NH is the NH towards the BFER. The backup F-BM is the primary F-BM of the NH for the NHN.

When a primary NH is unreachable, the BFR performs three operations. First, the BFR applies the primary and the backup F-BM to the packet copy. The primary F-BM clears BFERs from the BitString that have a different NH. The backup F-BM clears BFERs from the BitString that have a different NNH.

This leaves only bits of BFERs active that are activated in both, the primary and backup F-BM, i.e., all BFERs that have the same NH and the same NNH. Second, the packet copy is tunneled to the backup NH. Third, only bits that are active in both, the primary and backup F-BM are cleared from the remaining bits.

B. Forwarding Example

Figure 6 shows a BIER topology with a node failure where each BFR is also a BFIR and BFER. Table 3 displays the BIFT of BFR 1 with backup entries for node protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BFER</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>F-BM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: BIER topology with a node failure. The shortest-path tree of BFR 2 is shown to derive the backup F-BM of BFR 1 for BFER 4.

BFR 1 processes a packet with the BitString 1000. The least-significant activated bit identifies BFER 4. However, the primary NH BFR 2 is unreachable. Thus, both, the primary F-BM 1010 and the backup F-BM 1100 are applied to the BitString of the packet copy. This leaves the BitString 1000 and the packet is tunneled to BFR 4 through the routing underlay. Bits that are activated in both, the primary and backup F-BM are cleared from the remaining bits which leaves 0000 and processing stops. The packet is eventually delivered by the routing underlay to BFR 4.

C. Compact BIFT

When the compact BIFT is used, tunnel-based BIER-FRR with link protection can be deployed as described in Section V-A1. Tunnel-based BIER-FRR with node protection requires two modifications. First, multiple backup entries are required for each primary forwarding entry. In the compact BIFT, each primary forwarding entry corresponds to one specific NH. For each NHN of the NH, one backup entry is required. The backup entries are calculated as described in Section V-A2. Second, when a BFR detects that a specific NH is unreachable, it matches incoming packets on the backup entries of the affected primary entry instead.

D. State Discussion

Tunnel-based BIER-FRR requires one backup entry for each primary entry. Therefore, in a topology with n BFERs the normal BIFT with backup entries contains n + n forwarding entries. Deployment with the compact BIFT requires significantly fewer forwarding entries because the average
number of destinations in a network. In a topology with an average node-degree of \( k \), each node has \( k \) neighbors, and each NH has \( k - 1 \) NHs on average. As a result the average number of forwarding entries per node is the sum of primary forwarding entries and backup entries \( k + k \cdot (k - 1) \).

VI. LFA-BASED BIER-FRR

In this section we review LFA-based BIER-FRR [3]. We explain the concept, derivation of backup entries, and a forwarding example.

A. Concept

LFA-based BIER-FRR leverages backup entries in the BIFT to deviate traffic on backup paths when the primary path is interrupted. A backup entry consists of a backup NH, and a backup F-BM. When a primary NH is unreachable, further processing depends on the availability of a backup entry. If there is no backup entry, the bit of the BFER is cleared from the remaining bits and no packet is delivered to this particular BFER. Processing resumes with the next BFER. If there is a backup entry, further packet processing differs in three ways from regular BIER forwarding. First, the PLR applies the backup F-BM instead of the primary F-BM to the BitString of the packet clone. Second, the BIER packet is forwarded to the backup NH instead of the primary NH. Third, the bits of the backup F-BM instead of the primary F-BM are cleared from the remaining bits. Afterwards, the next BFER is processed.

B. Derivation of Backup Entries

We describe how we derive a backup entry consisting of a backup NH and a backup F-BM for a specific primary entry. First, we identify BIER neighbors that are LFAs as described in Section IV. LFA computation has to be performed on the BIER topology because Layer 3 LFAs may not be available on BIER layer due to topology differences. If no LFA is available, the primary forwarding entry remains without a backup entry. If there is an LFA, it is selected as the backup NH. The activated bits in the backup F-BM are determined as follows. The bit that corresponds to an arbitrary BFER is activated in the backup F-BM only if one of the two following conditions is fulfilled. First, \( L \) is an LFA to protect \( B \). Second, \( L \) is the primary NH on the path to \( B \). This aggregates all BFERs that are reached on a primary or backup path where \( L \) is the NH.

C. Forwarding Example

Figure 7 shows a BIER topology with a failed link between BFR 1 and 2. Each BFR is both a BFIR and a BFER. Table 4 contains the BIFT of BFR 1 with backup entries for link protection.

In the previous example two packets are forwarded to BFR 3. Clearing the F-BM from the remaining bits leaves only one bit activated 1000 which corresponds to BFER 4. However, the primary NH BFR 2 is unreachable. Thus, the backup F-BM is applied and a packet copy with the BitString 1000 is forwarded to the backup NH BFR 3. After the backup F-BM has been cleared from the remaining bits, no activated bits remain and processing stops. BFR 3 then forwards the packet to its destination BFR 4.

VII. EXTENSIONS FOR LFA-BASED BIER-FRR

In this section, we expose major shortcomings of LFA-based BIER-FRR in terms of matching order, coverage, and forwarding state, and propose solutions. In the end we discuss scalability in terms of forwarding entries.

A. Matching Order

In the previous example two packets are forwarded to BFR 3. This is caused by the order in which receivers of a packet are processed. The following scenario describes when more than one packet is forwarded to one specific NH \( P \). First, a packet is forwarded to the primary NH \( P \) towards a set of BFERs. Second, another BFER that should receive the packet is processed but its primary NH is unreachable. However, \( P \) is the backup NH. Thus, a second packet is forwarded to \( P \) on a backup path. To avoid sending multiple packets over one link, it is necessary to first process forwarding entries whose primary NH is unreachable. Then, no additional packet is sent because the backup F-BM aggregates primary and backup paths that have the same NH.

B. Coverage

Depending on the topology, LFAs cannot protect against arbitrary single component failures. rLFAs protect against any single link failure on unit-link-cost topologies. TI-LFAs and eLFAs guarantee protection against any single component failure on arbitrary topologies. However, the deployment of each of the three LFA extensions requires some sort of IP or segment routing tunnel. Nevertheless, full protection is an important property and we suggest to augment LFA-based BIER-FRR with rLFAs, TI-LFAs, or eLFAs to increase the coverage. rLFAs, TI-LFAs, and eLFAs need to be BFRs. Therefore, computations have to be performed on the BIER topology because not all Layer 3 devices may be BIER devices.
C. Compact BIFT

We explain scalability issues of LFA-based BIER-FRR and propose a solution that requires changes to how backup entries are derived.

1) Problem Statement and Solution: LFA-based BIER-FRR has been described for the BIFT that contains one primary forwarding entry per BFER. In its proposed form LFA-based BIER-FRR is incompatible with the compact representation of the BIFT, which requires only one primary entry per neighbor. In the following we describe the necessary changes to use LFA-based BIER-FRR with the compact BIFT.

We propose to use a default BIFT that does not contain any backup entries and is used for forwarding in the failure-free case. In addition, we use failure-specific backup BIFTs. When a BFR detects that a specific neighbor is unreachable, it matches incoming packets on the backup BIFT that is associated with the unreachable NH. When the failure has been repaired or forwarding entries are updated, the BFR continues matching on the default BIFT.

2) Derivation of Backup BIFTs: We explain how the backup BIFT for a specific neighbor \( N \) is derived in two steps. First we fill the BIFT with entries and afterwards activate bits in specific F-BMs. We start with an empty backup BIFT. In the first step, for each neighbor that is not \( N \), the corresponding primary entry from the default BIFT is added to the backup BIFT. In the second step, for each BFER \( B \) whose primary NH is \( N \), LFAs are identified on the BIER topology. If an LFA is available, the bit that corresponds to \( B \) is activated in the F-BM of the BFR that is the LFA. If no LFA is available, \( B \) cannot be protected.

D. State Discussion

In a topology with \( n \) BFERs the normal BIFT contains \( n \) primary forwarding entries. LFA-based BIER-FRR requires \( n \) additional backup entries, which totals in \( n + n \) forwarding entries. In contrast, the compact BIFT contains only one forwarding entry for each neighbor. Therefore, when the average node degree is \( k \), the compact BIFT requires on average only \( k \) primary forwarding entries. On average each node has \( k \) backup BIFTs with on average \( k - 1 \) entries, which results in \( k + k \cdot (k - 1) \) forwarding entries. Since the average node degree is significantly smaller than the number of destinations in a network, scalability of the compact BIFT is considerably better.

VIII. COMPARISON OF LFA- AND TUNNEL-BASED PROTECTION FOR BIER

In this section we compare LFA-based and tunnel-based BIER-FRR. We point out similarities, and analyze protection capabilities and overhead with regard to header size and forwarding state. Afterwards, we discuss the impact of differences between Layer 3 topology and BIER topology.

A. Similarities

Both approaches implement FRR for BIER for resilient transport of IP multicast. Forwarding devices need to detect unreachable Nhs, e.g. through a BFD. Both FRR mechanisms are based on pre-computed backup entries in addition to the primary forwarding entries. It is not necessary to change the structure of the BIFT. When the PLR cannot reach a primary NH, affected packets are rerouted according to the backup entries. Two modes of operation for link and node protection with different protection properties are available. For both, LFA- and tunnel-based BIER-FRR it is necessary to augment the forwarding procedure of BIER.

B. Protection Capabilities

We compare coverage properties and occurrence of loops.

1) Coverage: Tunnel-based BIER-FRR is able to protect traffic against arbitrary single component failures by design when the routing underlay provides full FRR coverage. As long as the destination is still reachable, an IP or segment routing tunnel is deployed to deliver the traffic to the unreachable NH or NNHs.

Protection of LFA-based BIER-FRR depends on the topology. The authors of [24] evaluate LP- and NP-LFAs on a comprehensive set of topologies. They find that LP-LFAs protect only 70% of destinations against single link failures and cause loops when nodes fail. NP-LFAs avoid loops when a node fails, but protect only 40% of destinations against single link failures. LP-rLFAs protect against any single link failure on unit link cost topologies. For any further guarantees TI-LFAs, or eLFAs have to be deployed. Both LFA extensions guarantee full protection for any single component failure in the network. However, augmenting LFA-based BIER-FRR with rLFAs, TI-LFAs, or eLFAs requires an additional header. TI-LFAs require an IP header stack, eLFAs require additional forwarding entries to implement backup paths.

2) Loops: Tunnel-based BIER-FRR cannot cause loops on the BIER layer because the packet is tunneled to the backup NH. When the packet is successfully delivered at the backup NH, BIER forwarding continues. If the tunnel is interrupted, the routing underlay is responsible for avoiding loops.

LFA-based BIER-FRR cannot guarantee to avoid loops because depending on the failure scenario and the mode of operation, all LFA variants can cause loops [24], [25]. With link protection, traffic may loop if at least one node or multiple links fail. With node protection, loops are prevented as long as not multiple components fail. In Section IV-B we review a loop detection mechanism for LFAs and all variants to prevent loops in any failure scenario. However, this mechanism significantly increases operational complexity and modifications to the packet header are necessary.

C. Overhead

We compare both protection approaches according to packet header size and required forwarding state.

1) Header Size: Tunnel-based BIER-FRR requires tunneling to protect traffic against failures. This adds an additional header to the packet. When the tunnel is interrupted and the routing underlay leverages a tunnel-based FRR protection mechanism for unicast, e.g. TI-, or eLFAs, an additional header is added to the packet. The basic form of the LFA-based BIER-FRR approach does not require tunneling. However, rLFAs, TI-LFAs, or eLFAs increase the protection capabilities of LFAs to an appropriate level but require at least one additional IP
header. More header increase the throughput and the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) has to be decreased at domain boundaries. The LFA-based approach requires a loop detection mechanism to prevent loops. Such a mechanism is available, however it increases packet header size even further.

2) Forwarding State: Both BIER-FRR approaches require the same amount of forwarding state. In a topology with \( n \) BFERs and an average node degree of \( k \), the regular BIFT contains \( n + n \) forwarding entries while the compact BIFT requires on average only \( k + k \cdot (k - 1) \) entries. Since \( k \) is significantly smaller than \( n \), deployment with the compact BIFT provides better scalability.

D. Influence of the BIER Topology

When some network nodes in a Layer 3 network do not support BIER, Layer 3 LFAs may disappear on the BIER layer. Thus, coverage of LFA-based BIER-FRR depends on the BIER topology. When regular LFAs have low coverage, LFA-based BIER-FRR needs to be complemented with rLFAs, TI-LFAs, or eLFAs. Backup paths may become longer in a sparse BIER topology because LFAs may be reachable only through a long Layer 3 tunnel. Tunnel-based BIER-FRR leverages tunnels through the routing underlay to the BIER NH or BIER NNHs for protection. Thus, tunnel-based BIER-FRR is not affected in a negative way by a BIER topology that is different from the Layer 3 topology.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we compared LFA-based and tunnel-based BIER-FRR for resilient and scalable transport of IP multicast. Our discussion showed shortcomings of the LFA-based approach. Sometimes multiple packets are sent over one link, not at all single link or single node failures can be protected, and in some scenarios backup traffic may loop. We propose extensions to overcome those shortcomings so that the capabilities of LFA-based and tunnel-based BIER-FRR mechanisms are equal. Differences remain in backup path length when the BIER topology is different from the Layer 3 topology, and in the need for additional headers.
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